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A Europeanist's perspective

The term "encyclopedia"

"Encyclopedia" is a term coined in Latin and shortly thereafter in various European vernaculars by humanist writers ca. 1470-1530, on the model of what they thought was a Greek term, Enkuklopaideia, for "circle of learning." The term and its supposed etymology have been rich in history, inspiring authors over many centuries to expatiate on the metaphor of the "circle of learning" in any number of organizational schemes. Even as recently as its latest print edition (the 15th), the Encyclopaedia Britannica for example described its purview as the circle of learning, which was presented in the Propaedia in a circular table with 10 subdivisions. Philological work of the last half century has established, however, that the etymology from enkuklopaideia is false, based on a corruption of the Greek expression enkuklios paideia, which designated common education or general culture. My point is not to invalidate analyses of the metaphors based on the "circle of learning" which are clearly of great historical significance, but to remind us that even in the European context the term "encyclopedia" is a relatively recent linguistic construct.

Even once the term was coined, "encyclopedia" occurred only rarely in book titles before the 18th century. Johann Heinrich Alsted's Encyclopaedia of 1630 is one of the first to associate...
the title with a work which we would consider encyclopedic: a four-volume folio work which offers pedagogical presentations (akin to a textbook) of all the traditional disciplines as well as a long list of new disciplines which Alsted often coins for the first time in an attempt to cover exhaustively all areas of human endeavor. His encyclopedia combines in this way a focus on essential and ordered knowledge with completeness in scope. Though it was reprinted once in 1649, Alsted's *Encyclopaedia* did not generate any imitators. The fad for works entitled encyclopedia takes off in the 18th century, with Ephraim Chambers' *Cyclopaedia* and the work that Diderot first began as a translation of Chambers into French, but which grew into the 17-volume *Encyclopédie* (1751-65). Although the Encyclopédie did not have the afterlife of the *Encyclopaedia Britannica* (1768-71), the latter started as a much more modest three-volume work compiled by one man, William Smellie, who "used to say jocularly, that he had made a Dictionary of Arts and Sciences with a pair of scissors, clipping out from various book a quantum sufficit of matter for the printer." Instead, the Encyclopédie established the format for the modern encyclopedia which is still current today, as a multi-author, multi-volume, illustrated and alphabetized reference work.

There was no genre of the "encyclopedia" before the 18th century, but historians have long since used this category to describe works with neither the title nor the form of the modern encyclopedia, but which presented encyclopedic features--typically a classification of knowledge and a synthesis of an ambitious or exhaustive scope of knowledge. Since the beginning of the 19th century in particular historians have described as "encycopedias" a series of medieval works from Isidore of Seville to Thomas of Cantimpré, including Vincent of Beauvais' *Speculum maius*. The designation, though anachronistic, has proved effective because it has been consistently applied to a canon of works that strove to synthesize and summarize much
knowledge, despite differences in purpose and context.

For Cassiodorus (ca. 490-585) and Isidore of Seville (ca. 600-636), principal authors in the first wave of "medieval encyclopedias," the point was to preserve what was useful from ancient learning for the training of monks and preachers respectively and to bring together and transmit an essential core of knowledge. These authors self-consciously spared the basics of ancient learning, from arithmetic to the meanings of terms through their etymology, from the destruction and loss of access that was befalling the more complex and voluminous ancient originals. The second wave of medieval encyclopedias, in the 13th to 15th centuries, was a response to a different set of circumstances. These authors were inspired not by the fear of loss, but by the awareness of an overabundant accumulation of knowledge. Historians can attribute this overload to a few different factors, including the sudden influx of Aristotelian and other texts transmitted from the Islamic world, the increasing bulk of materials generated by university teaching, and the growth of historical writing, among other genres cultivated outside the universities. Thus Vincent of Beauvais articulated his motivations elegantly in the preface to his four-volume Speculum maius (1255):

Since the multitude of books, the shortness of time and the slipperiness of memory do not allow all things which are written to be equally retained in the mind, I decided to reduce in one volume in a compendium and in summary order some flowers selected according to my talents from all the authors I was able to read.

His four-volume encyclopedia offered short chapters on a myriad topics, gathered from Vincent's wide reading. His purpose is to paraphrase and abridge, to bring together in one place and in orderly fashion material which would otherwise be difficult of access because too abundant, dispersed and time-consuming to master.
The term "encyclopedia" has proved a useful category to European medievalists because there has been an impressive consensus around a canon of "medieval encyclopedias" since that expression was first coined. The period for which the use of the term has proved more problematic is the early modern period, ca. 1450-1700, because there has been no functional agreement among early modernists on a canon of encyclopedias before the Encyclopédie. The problem lies partly in the great number and diversity of works that could be considered encyclopedic, both increased by the impact of printing. In addition, the enthusiasm of early modern authors for the term and ideal of the "encyclopedia" further complicates its use by historians--the term is not just a historical category, but also an actors' category or rather the category of many actors who emphasize different aspects of its multivalence.

The lack of generic markers for the encyclopedia in early modern Europe is not only a function of historians' imprecision; it is rooted in the multiple conceptions of the encyclopedia that one finds among the early modern authors themselves. For example, an undisputedly central figure in any study of early modern encyclopedism, Johann Heinrich Alsted devotes a long section of the preface to his Encyclopedia of 1630 to the works that he considers to have preceded him in his task. Alsted lists some 15 works, dating mostly from the preceding half-century, whose "heroic labor" in "presenting all of philosophy in one syntagma" inspired him, he explains. These works range from 150-page octavo volumes to thousand-page folios, from purely diagrammatic systems of knowledge (such as Freigius' Ramist tables) to texts which offer only a table of contents to guide the reader through their continuous prose, from lullist and cabbalistic schemes of knowledge (like Cornelius Gemma's Cyclognomic art) to compilations of famous quotations on all possible topics (like Theodor Zwinger's Theatrum vitae humanae). So Alsted himself traces his encyclopedia to a dual inspiration, from systematic but skeletal presentations
of knowledge on the one hand and bulky but jumbled compilations of actual material on the other.

Similarly, historians have studied as "encyclopedias" elaborate classifications of knowledge sometimes without even any content as well as large informative books arranged arbitrarily according to the alphabet or even miscellaneously.\textsuperscript{xiv} Among the many interpretations of the term between these two poles, none seems to me particularly more legitimate than another. But the European case suggests that it is helpful to understand how these categories were formed and first applied to works in pre-modern Islam. When and by whom was the term "encyclopedia" first applied to the Islamic context?\textsuperscript{xv} Is there, as for the Latin Middle Ages, a "canon" of works which specialists have long agreed to call "encyclopedias"? If not, then attempting to create a hard-and-fast definition will no doubt prove difficult. But to proceed at first with a broad interpretation of "encyclopedia" might the best tactic, pending a consensus on how to settle on a narrower definition.

**Reference works in early modern Europe**

In pursuing my own research in early modern "encyclopedias" I have decided to avoid the term and the definitional difficulties it poses and to focus instead on a genre defined by its intended use. Of the different kinds of "encyclopedias" the elegant classifications of knowledge have received comparatively more study than the unwieldy tomes so often based on compilation.\textsuperscript{xvi} I am at work on a typology of the latter genres, which I call "reference books." That term is equally anachronistic (first used in the early 19th century) and not even canonical, but I would argue that it does correspond to a contemporary conception and practice of reading, based on consultation rather than continuous reading. Of course actual use need not correspond
to intended use: it is possible to read the dictionary straight through and to consult even a short work on just a particular point. Nonetheless one can identify the intended use of a work from its presentation and finding devices, and at times from authorial statements. Thus the Swiss naturalist and bibliographer Conrad Gesner explained in justifying the alphabetical arrangement of his four-folio-volume *Historia animalium* (1551) that the "utility of lexica" like his comes not from reading it from beginning to end, which would be more tedious than useful, but from consulting it from time to time (ut consulat ea per intervalla).\textsuperscript{xvii}

Although there is no widespread term to designate these kinds of books nor a special place for them in libraries in the early modern period, contemporaries nonetheless were well aware of the increased availability and use of such works, for better and for worse.

From the "better" perspective, Gabriel Naudé, in his *Advice for erecting a library* (1627; here translated into English in 1661 by John Evelyn) called for the purchase of such works as necessary in any good library:

Neither must you forget all sorts of commonplaces, dictionaries, mixtures, several lections, collections of sentences and other like repertories. In earnest, for my part, I esteem these collections extreamly profitable and necessary, considering [that] the brevity of our life and the multitude of things which we are now obliged to know, e're one can be reckoned amongst the number of learned men, do not permit us to do all of ourselves.\textsuperscript{xviii}

But others saw in these aids to learning the very cause of the imminent decline of civilization. Thus Meric Casaubon, writing in 1668, traced a steady decline in learning since its highpoint ca. 1600 and blamed it on the time wasted on "methods" that promised "a shorter way."\textsuperscript{xxx} The French philologist Pierre-Daniel Huet (1630-1721), as reported in the posthumous *Huetiana*
(1722), elaborated on this tragic story of unintended consequences:

One cannot praise too much those who wanted to impart to their contemporaries and descendants the good things which had cost them so many sleepless nights and who sought to abbreviate and smooth the path of learning. But their success was too great and a good cause has produced a very bad result--we are satisfied with the false erudition which is at the foot of the mountain and spare ourselves the effort of climbing to the top where true erudition is. So many summaries, so many new methods, so many indexes, so many dictionaries have slowed the live ardor which made men learned.... All the sciences today are reduced to dictionaries and no one seeks other keys to enter them."

Whether they were perceived as useful aids or as the agents of the decline of civilization, the genres that I propose to call reference books were clearly a noticeable presence in early modern intellectual culture.

These assessments, both friendly and hostile, provide good specifics on the kinds of works in use as reference books ca. 1500-1700. Early modern dictionaries, like Calepino's Dictionarium that went through 150 editions in the 200 years after its publication in 1502, typically contained many encyclopedic elements in addition to linguistic definitions and increasingly polyglot translations." They followed medieval antecedents (such as Giovanni Balbi's Catholicon, composed ca. 1286) in including such information as the gestation period of an elephant or the curative virtues of cabbage under these respective terms. This encyclopedic content is also remarkably impervious to change: the entry in the Calepino for "terra," for example, explains that the earth is the heaviest element, stationary in the middle of the world, even as late as 1746, after the international acceptance of Newton's Principia (first published in 1687). At first I attributed the long persistence of this position to the notoriously conservative
nature of the dictionary genre, which always starts by recycling the contents of earlier editions. But I now see it also as inherent in the purpose of the Calepino, which was designed, as one preface explains, as an aid to reading the classical canon; since the classical texts all assumed that the earth was the heaviest element and stationary, this was the relevant information to include in this particular dictionary, rather than the latest scientific consensus.\textsuperscript{xxii}

Dictionaries of proper names, which experienced such a rich fortuna in the Islamic world, first appeared relatively later than other reference genres in the Latin West, despite ancient models such as Diogenes Laertius.\textsuperscript{xxiii} The genre developed only slowly in the sixteenth century, both in the form of the biographical dictionary focused on the great figures of a nation or a profession, and, to accompany the dictionary of common names, as an aid in reading classical texts by explaining the names of places, persons and gods encountered there.\textsuperscript{xxiv}

A category of reference work that bulks particularly large from the 13th century on consists, in Naudé's words, of "commonplaces and collections of sentences and other like repertories." The florilegium collected the "flowers" or best quotations from important authorities sorted under topical headings (typically the vices and virtues and various religious topics). First developed as an aid to preachers who needed quotations to flesh out their sermons, the florilegium initially focused on the Bible and Church fathers; from the Renaissance on the genre was adapted to serve the needs of schoolboys and included a range of classical authors as models of classical Latinity as well as moral probity.\textsuperscript{xxv} Other collections of material sorted under headings offered edifying anecdotes and exempla from natural and human history, which could serve not only moral instruction but especially the rhetorical needs of those writing letters, orations and treatises. Works in this genre typically used alphabetical order, either as an organizing principle or as a finding device in one or more indexes. Systematic alphabetizing and
indexing also began in earnest in the 13th century, notably with the concordance to the Bible completed by the Dominicans at St Jacques by 1239. By the 14th and 15 centuries a number of large utilitarian works included indexes, including for example the Speculum historiale of Vincent of Beauvais.

Naudé mentions a third general category, which is less well known: his "mixtures or several lections" refers to a genre of work often entitled variae or antiquae lectiones (various or ancient readings), which typically presented themselves as imitations of Aulus Gellius' Noctes atticae and offered a miscellanously arranged set of commentaries on the languages, literature and culture of classical antiquity. These works originated with the humanist project of looking back to classical antiquity for models of texts to imitate and study, and in practical terms, were often generated from the notes of teachers of the humanities. Usually massive in size, these works served as storehouses of rhetorical and cultural information made accessible by alphabetical indexing.

A final reference genre, much used by those who built up library collections for themselves or others, is the bibliography. From a few medieval antecedents, the genre developed especially after printing. Gesner's Bibliotheca universalis (1545) listed alphabetically by author some 10,000 works, extant and lost, in Latin, Greek and Hebrew; in the accompanying Pandectae (1548) Gesner attempted to provide a universal topical index to the contents of all these books. He describes his own methods of working, which included cutting and pasting from printed works (where possible, he specifies) and arranging and rearranging notes on slips of paper held on sheets with temporary glue before pasting them in a permanent order for publication. Gesner's bibliographical works were each only printed once but elicited much praise, along with abridgments and imitations in the vernaculars as well as specialized
In Western Europe the 13th century was a period of renewed development of consultation reading after the decline of classical culture. Many of the reference genres dominant in the early modern period originated then; their legacy can still be identified today, from the dictionary to the dictionary of quotations and the alphabetical index. The precise methods of citation and the elaborate manuscript ordinatio characteristic of many scholastic manuscripts further contributed to the ease of retrieval of specific passages in a large volume: running heads, and divisions of the text into books, chapters, quaestiones and distinctiones were generally highlighted by rubrication, numbering, changes in script or marginal signals. It would be fruitful to compare the techniques of text management, from ordinatio to finding devices, in the manuscript cultures of the Latin Middle Ages and pre-modern Islam. The work that has been done so far on techniques of scholarship and note-taking indicates many similarities in the ways of working, including the high esteem in which memorization was held, combined with the constant reliance on the written word, from notes taken on slips of paper during oral performances to excerpts copied out while reading. At the same time the much longer continuities in the reception of pre-modern Islamic encyclopedias (which in some cases are still in print and use today) and the long survival of a "pure" manuscript culture in Islam offer rich areas for examining the divergence between these two cultures. Whereas Islamic culture seems to have continued on a steady course, Western Europe experienced printing (mid-15th century) and a "quarrel of the ancients and the moderns" which was resolved in favor of the latter (late 17th century).

The invention and rapid spread of printing in the mid-15th century introduced new problems and possibilities. Considerable historiographical controversy has been generated by attempts to assess the impact of printing (on Protestantism, scientific revolution, a public
political sphere etc). One consequence of printing, however, seems undeniable: printing generated a large and cumulative increase in the availability of books. Personal and institutional libraries grew much faster than ever before. By the mid-16th century and in ever louder tones thereafter Europeans were complaining about the abundance of books, which seemed a deleterious overabundance, including (as noted above) an overabundance of those books which were designed to offer shortcuts to the ever-increasing mass of reading material. In addition to reference books, which were printed and reprinted at remarkable rates despite their expense to the buyer, new kinds of advice books were also designed to help, from Naudé's manual on how to select books for one's library to advice on how to read books or take notes most efficiently.

The cheapening of books also made possible some new methods of work, including, to spare the labor of copying, cutting out passages from printed books, for inclusion in personal notebooks as well as in the composition of new works. But such destructive methods of working no doubt remained the exception, though one article in the Encyclopédie portrays the ideal reader as pruning his books down to those few pages that were genuinely useful, consigning the rest of the book to the flames. A more widespread method for coping with overload was to delegate and share the tasks of reading, note-taking and writing. Recent work has shed light on the collaborative nature of much intellectual work in the early modern period in Europe, quite possibly continuing medieval practices that are not yet well studied. Scholars and students, as well as members of the ruling elite, hired scribes to make fresh copies but also amanuenses or readers who would read and take notes in one's stead. Groups formed by students, literary societies or a governing elite could devise collective reading and/or writing projects which pooled intellectual tasks and resources. Such collaborative ventures often involved hierarchies of tasks and persons. A particularly elaborate example is the team of people
engaged in a massive compilation of ecclesiastical history launched in mid-16th century by the Protestant Flaccius Illyricus. Flaccius explains how he spent the funding obtained from princely patrons on seven students who made excerpts from the authors assigned to them, two masters of arts "of outstanding maturity" who assessed and arranged these materials into a coherent historical narrative, five inspectors responsible for selecting and assigning the works to be studied and generally managing the project; and one copyist to make fair copies. Printed reference books also offered ready-made the kinds of notes that one might have wanted to take for oneself or to hire another to compile.

Given the vast bulk of many of the encyclopedic works composed in pre-modern Islam, one can surmise that collaborative work was involved there too. While printing accelerated the process manyfold, a manuscript culture also generates in fairly short order more works than any single person can master. Did Islamic scholars articulate concerns about overabundance? How did they cope with the ever-increasing accumulation of works to cite and master? Were there periodic moments of contraction during which some works from the past were set aside and forgotten? By the end of the 17th century Western Europe had in most contexts shifted away from the massive accumulations of classical quotations, exempla and information and toward a new set of topics and authorities. The Latin reference books I have described so far were generally no longer or barely reprinted after 1710. Instead, starting in last decades of the seventeenth century, vernacular dictionaries canonized a new set of authors who became "classics" and offered encyclopedic information about contemporary culture and recent scientific developments. Commentaries on Aristote's physics were still being dictated to students at a university near Barcelona as late as the end of the 18th century, and the Calepino was reprinted 5 more times in the 18th century for the Seminary of Padua, but the new reference books now
focused on the mechanical philosophy and a new set of authorities from Descartes to Newton
and their followers.xliii

The shift from ancient to modern authorities in European culture generated more rapidly
than ever an overabundance of works in the new vein and of shortcuts to them. In addition to old
genres filled with new material, new genres also appeared, notably the learned journal and the
book reviews that often filled their pages.xliv Islam by contrast experienced a much greater
continuity of traditional culture throughout this period, perpetuating much longer, indeed down
to the present day in some cases, the active life of encyclopedic works composed in the pre-
modern period. This much more continuous longue durée of genres and of the manuscript
working methods which created them offers privileged opportunities for insight into similar
practices which were dominant in Europe before the transition to modernity. The "encyclopedia,
however loosely we define it, is a particularly fruitful lens through which to examine cultural
change and continuity in both European and Islamic contexts. It has proved remarkably resilient
and widespread precisely because it is so adaptable and multivalent.
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